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Improving Doctor-Patient Communiction
“Studies have shown that this chemotherapy regimen leads to a 5-10% reduction in mortality at 6
months but with the potential for severe side effects, which are more common with comorbidities such
as yours.
Based on those data, the best approach is not using chemotherapy at this time.
Importantly, there are things that can be done to improve symptoms, quality of life and comfort, which
we will put in place.”
[# you/I = 1, # words = 70, positive sentiment = 0.19]
“I have looked at your situation.
There are statistics about how well this chemotherapy regimen works, which in general is modest. But I see
your situation as different from other patients in several ways, which makes me think that your risk of having a
bad reaction to the chemotherapy might be even higher than most.
I know this is disappointing for you and me, but I think that the risks would clearly outweigh the benefits.
Of course, I am always committed to working hard to help you live a fully and as comfortably with whatever
time you have left.”
[you/I = 12, # words = 99, positive sentiment = 0.17]
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End-of-life communication modeling
What are the characteristics of good doctor-patient communication?
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“Can we screen for Parkinson’s Disease with
a simple webcam analysis of his face?”

i

“world’s fittest 96 year old”

ii

living with Parkinson’s Disease – note the
lack of expressivity, poor definition of
nasolabial folds, and tightened lips

http://what-when-how.com/acp-medicine/parkinson-disease-and-other-movement-disorders-part-2/
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/goodlife/11827768/World-Masters-Athletics-Championships-inspiring-older-athletes.html
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Accessible Diagnostics for Parkinson’s Symptoms
Motion analysis, Facial Feature Analysis

Motion detection using optical flow
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